AIR TRAJECTORY – DIVISION C

1\textsuperscript{ST} (FIRST) PLACE: LAMP (Team A); David Kim, Simon Jeon

2\textsuperscript{ND} (SECOND) PLACE: Vestavia Hills (Team 1); Lyra Bailey, John Bowers

3\textsuperscript{RD} (THIRD) PLACE: Jefferson County IB; Ben Moustifani, Scott Conwell
ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY – DIVISION C

1ST (FIRST) PLACE: Vestavia Hills (Team 1); Sarah Zhao, Yihan Zhong

2ND (SECOND) PLACE: Oak Mountain; Alexsandra Foksinska, Halle Thannickal

3RD (THIRD) PLACE: LAMP (Team B); Jimin Lm, Hilina Woldemichael
ASTRONOMY – DIVISION C

1\textsuperscript{ST} (FIRST) PLACE:

2\textsuperscript{ND} (SECOND) PLACE:

3\textsuperscript{RD} (THIRD) PLACE:
BRIDGE BUILDING – DIVISION C

1\textsuperscript{ST} (FIRST) PLACE: LAMP (Team B); Carter Salera, Jonathan Hu

2\textsuperscript{ND} (SECOND) PLACE: Hewitt-Trussville (Team 2); Hannah Brien

3\textsuperscript{RD} (THIRD) PLACE: Vestavia Hills; Harris Bolus, William Randall
CELL BIOLOGY – DIVISION C

1<sup>ST</sup> (FIRST) PLACE: Vestavia Hill Team 1
Allen Feng, Patrick Mills

2<sup>ND</sup> (SECOND) PLACE: Brew Baker Tech High School
David Cho, Rebecca Lipins

3<sup>RD</sup> (THIRD) PLACE: Jefferson County IB
Ronnie Festock, Quinn McCormick
CHEMISTRY LAB – DIVISION C

1<sup>ST</sup> (FIRST) PLACE: Hewitt Trussville (Team 1)
   Cerissa Nowell, Cody Beato

2<sup>ND</sup> (SECOND) PLACE: Hewitt Trussville (Team 2)
   Mitti Patel, Tina Cao

3<sup>RD</sup> (THIRD) PLACE: Montgomery Catholic (Team 1)
   Ivy Bach, Lita Blackburn
DISEASE DETECTIVES – DIVISION C

1\textsuperscript{ST} (FIRST) PLACE: LAMP Team A
Martha Yin, Hyun Cho

2\textsuperscript{ND} (SECOND) PLACE: Vestavia Hills Team 1
Wills Dunham, Marta Kolettis

3\textsuperscript{RD} (THIRD) PLACE: Montgomery Catholic Team 1
Marissa Dogan, Lisa Hong
DYNAMIC PLANET – DIVISION C

1\textsuperscript{ST} (FIRST) PLACE: LAMP (Team C); Betty Chen, Opal Khotsombath

2\textsuperscript{ND} (SECOND) PLACE: LAMP (Team A); Jacob Mesina, Martha Yin

3\textsuperscript{RD} (THIRD) PLACE: LAMP (Team B); Andrew Youn, Parth Ranchild
ELECTRIC VEHICLE – DIVISION C

1\textsuperscript{ST} (FIRST) PLACE: Jefferson County; Hannah Cowart, Jerry Hu

2\textsuperscript{ND} (SECOND) PLACE: Montgomery Catholic (Team 1); Michael Barber, Martin Lee

3\textsuperscript{RD} (THIRD) PLACE: LAMP (Team B); Andrew Young, Jonathan Hu
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN – DIVISION C

1\textsuperscript{ST} (FIRST) PLACE:

2\textsuperscript{ND} (SECOND) PLACE:

3\textsuperscript{RD} (THIRD) PLACE:
FORENSICS – DIVISION C

1<sup>ST</sup> (FIRST) PLACE: Vestavia Hills (Team 1) Lyra Bailey, McKinley Owens

2<sup>ND</sup> (SECOND) PLACE: Hewitt Trussville (Team 1), Cody Beato, Katie Witte

3<sup>RD</sup> (THIRD) PLACE: Hewitt Trussville (Team 2) Hannah Brien, Sandi Minor
FOSSILS – DIVISION C

1\textsuperscript{ST} (FIRST) PLACE: LAMP (Team A); Jacob Mesina, Won Heo

2\textsuperscript{ND} (SECOND) PLACE: Hewitt-Trussville (Team 1); Jeremiah Furlong, Cerissa Nowell

3\textsuperscript{RD} (THIRD) PLACE: Vestavia Hills (Team 1); Sarah Zhao, Wendy Jiang
GAME ON – DIVISION C

1st (FIRST) PLACE: LAMP (Team C); JaShawn Holmes, Justin Tran

2nd (SECOND) PLACE: Muscle Shoals; Gage Self, Michael Wan

3rd (THIRD) PLACE: Vestavia Hills (Team 1); Nishalin Shanmugan, Emily Vick
1\textsuperscript{ST} (FIRST) PLACE: LAMP (Team A); Martha Yin, Christy Chen

2\textsuperscript{ND} (SECOND) PLACE: Vestavia Hills (Team 1); Allan Feng, Wendy Jiang

3\textsuperscript{RD} (THIRD) PLACE: LAMP (Team C); Jennie Youn, Beatrice Severance
GREEN GENERATION – DIVISION C

1\textsuperscript{ST} (FIRST) PLACE: LAMP (Team A); Hyun Cho, Jacob Mesina

2\textsuperscript{ND} (SECOND) PLACE: Montgomery Catholic (Team 1); Lisa Hong, Marissa Dogan

3\textsuperscript{RD} (THIRD) PLACE: Jefferson County IB; Logan Holyfield, Ben Moustifari
HYDROGEOLOGY – DIVISION C

1<sup>ST</sup> (FIRST) PLACE: John Carroll Catholic; Sorglin Li, Noah Smith

2<sup>ND</sup> (SECOND) PLACE: Jefferson County IB; Ethan Kinnaird, Justin Thomason

3<sup>RD</sup> (THIRD) PLACE: Loveless Academic Magnet Program (Team C); Betty Chen, Shafkat Meraj
INVASIVE SPECIES – DIVISION C

1ST (FIRST) PLACE: LAMP Team C
Jennie Youn, Se-Eun Kim

2ND (SECOND) PLACE: Montgomery Catholic Team 1
Jonathan Green, Marissa Dogan

3RD (THIRD) PLACE: Brewbaker Tech Magnet School
Deven Reese, Brittany Rushton
IT’S ABOUT TIME – DIVISION C

1ST (FIRST) PLACE: LAMP High School
Hyun Cho, David Kim

2ND (SECOND) PLACE: Hewitt-Trussville Team 1
Cody Beato, Hillary Mitchell

3RD (THIRD) PLACE: Oak Mountain
Joshita Suresh, Emily Schramek
1\textsuperscript{st} (FIRST) PLACE: Vestavia Hills (Team 1); Wills Dunham, Patrick Mills

2\textsuperscript{nd} (SECOND) PLACE: Brewbaker Tech; David Cho, Rebecca Liepins

3\textsuperscript{rd} (THIRD) PLACE: LAMP (Team A); Farhan Hossain, Brian Koh
ROBOT ARM – DIVISION C

1\textsuperscript{ST} (FIRST) PLACE: John Carrol Catholic; Marzeah Khorramabadi, Alex Ranelli

2\textsuperscript{ND} (SECOND) PLACE: Montgomery Catholic; Michael Barber, Martin Lee

3\textsuperscript{RD} (THIRD) PLACE: LAMP (Team 3); Tajwar Hossain, Azraf Hossain
WIND POWER – DIVISION C

1\textsuperscript{ST} (FIRST) PLACE: Jefferson County IB; Ethan Kinaira, Scott Conwell

2\textsuperscript{ND} (SECOND) PLACE: LAMP (Team C); JaShawn Holmes, Justin Tran

3\textsuperscript{RD} (THIRD) PLACE: John Carroll Catholic; Ryan Stewart, Sydney Calhoun
WRIGHT STUFF – DIVISION C

1ST (FIRST) PLACE: Jefferson County IB  Alex Knox, Logan Holyfield

2ND (SECOND) PLACE: LAMP (Team B)  Tajwar Hossain, Azraf Hossain

3RD (THIRD) PLACE: Oak Mountain  Warron Wilcox, Jas Foksinski
WRITE IT DO IT – DIVISION C

1\textsuperscript{ST} (FIRST) PLACE: Hewitt-Trussville (Team 1); Alan Roper, Benjamin Suhr

2\textsuperscript{ND} (SECOND) PLACE: Montgomery Catholic (Team 1); Carson Scott, Ivy Bach

3\textsuperscript{RD} (THIRD) PLACE: John Carroll Catholic; Juan Campos, Olivia Minor